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Nanosheets bearing CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups on their surface were prepared from a 

CF3(CF2)7C2H4O derivative of ion-exchangeable layered perovskite HLaNb2O7·xH2O (HLaNb) 

via exfoliation, and were further utilized to prepare epoxy-based hybrids. The CF3(CF2)7C2H4O 

derivative of HLaNb (C10F_HLaNb) was prepared by reacting the n-decoxy derivative of 

HLaNb with 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodecanol, CF3(CF2)7C2H4OH. TEM and AFM 

observations revealed that the C10F_HLaNb was exfoliated into individual nanosheets bearing 

surfaces covered with CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups after ultrasonication in acetonitrile. The 

nanosheet dispersion in acetonitrile was employed to prepare epoxy-based hybrids, and the FE-

TEM image of the epoxy-based hybrid with 5 mass% of the nanosheets 

(C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5) showed that nanosheets were dispersed in epoxy matrix. 

Thermogravimetry of C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 and neat epoxy resin indicated that the initial 

mass loss due to water was decreased and thermal decomposition was retarded by introducing 

C10F_HLaNb nanosheets. Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis revealed that glass transition 

temperature of C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 (161 °C) was higher than that of neat epoxy resin (110 

°C). These results clearly exhibit that mechanical and thermal properties were improved by 

incorporating nanosheets bearing hydrophobic CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups in the epoxy resin most 

likely due to an decrease in water content. Water uptake test demonstrated that water uptake 

rate of C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 was lower than that of the neat epoxy.  

 

Introduction 

Nanosheets prepared from layered materials via exfoliation 

have been attracting increasing attention recently for their 

potential application in a wide range of fields such as 

electronics and energy storage.1, 2 The compositions of 

nanosheets, which vary from pure carbon (graphene) to 

transition metal oxides and dicharcogenides, partly determine 

their properties. It is of particular interest that the electronic 

properties of some types of nanosheets, such as those of 

transition metal oxides and dicharcogenides, can be altered 

upon exfoliation via changes in their band structures. Their 

large surface areas are another characteristic that is important 

for various applications， including capacitors and batteries. 

Another application for nanosheets is as polymer-based 

hybrids,3-6 and various polymer properties, such as their 

mechanical properties, gas barrier behaviour, and thermal 

stability, could be drastically improved. A widely recognized 

example is nylon-clay hybrids (NCH), which exhibit excellent 

properties.7 Smectic clays, typically montmorillonite, have thus 

been utilized as nanofillers for a variety of polymers besides 

polyamides,8, 9 such as epoxy,10-12 polyurethane,13 

polypropylene,14-16 polyimide17 and polystyrene.18, 19 A 

reinforcement effect is considered to be the key to improvement 

of their mechanical properties.20 Interactions between clay 

nanosheets and polymer matrices are to play an important 

role.21 It is also generally accepted that incorporation of 

anisotropic nanosheets improved other properties, such as gas 

barrier behaviour and flammability resistance.20 

Enormous efforts have also been made to utilize synthetic 

nanosheets, such as layered double hydroxides (LDH),22, 23 

crystalline layered silicate,24 α-zirconium phosphate,15, 25 

layered titanate,26 niobate27 and graphene,6, 28, 29 in polymer-

based hybrids. Possible advantages of the use of these synthetic 

nanosheets are compositional purity and size control. Among 

the various methods of exfoliation, on the other hand, liquid 

exfoliation is suitable for large-sale synthesis2 and has thus 

been extensively applied to the preparation of nanosheets used 

in polymer-based hybrids.1 Generally, intercalation and 

subsequent treatments such as agitation and ultrasonication 

cause liquid exfoliation.2 Since grafting reactions that have 

been developed for anchoring functional organic groups on the 

surface of metal oxide particles via covalent bonds30, 31 were 

reported for limited numbers of layered compounds,27, 32, 33 it is 

also possible to prepare exfoliated nanosheets through a 

combination of grafting reactions and subsequent treatments. 

The resulting exfoliated organically derivatized nanosheets 

should exhibit sufficient affinity for organic solvents and 
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polymers, which is a huge advantage for the preparation of 

polymer-based hybrids. Another advantage is that surface 

properties can be easily controlled by the selection of organic 

groups. So far, a limited number of exfoliated organically 

derivatized nanosheets has been successfully dispersed in 

polymers.26, 27, 34 

Epoxy resins are known to exhibit a number of excellent 

properties, including high transparency, good adhesion to 

various materials and corrosion resistance. Epoxy resins have 

thus been employed widely in industry, as adhesives,35 

coatings36 and packaging materials.37 Enormous efforts have 

been made to improve their properties further by adding 

nanosheets, typically clay nanosheets3 as well as such other 

nanosheets as those synthesized from magadiite24 and α-

zirconium phosphate.38 The addition of nanosheets has an effect 

on many properties, such as cure properties,39 thermal 

relaxations,40 mechanical properties10, 11 and water uptake.41 

The improvement of these properties is of particular interest for 

packaging materials. 

We report here the first approach to improve the properties of 

an epoxy resin by incorporating nanosheets whose surface 

properties have been changed by modification with fluorinated 

alcohol, CF3(CF2)7C2H4OH (C10FOH). As the origin of the 

nanosheets, a protonated form of ion-exchangeable Dion-

Jacobson-type layered perovskite, HLaNb2O7·xH2O (HLaNb), 

was employed after undergoing a direct graft reaction with n-

decanol,42 and the resultant decoxy derivative was used as an 

intermediate for further reaction with C10FOH in an alcohol-

exchange-type reaction. The nanosheets bearing 

CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups were further employed in the epoxy-

based hybrids. A detailed characterization of the 

CF3(CF2)7C2H4O-derivative of HLaNb (before and after 

exfoliation) and the behaviour of nanosheet/epoxy hybrids are 

also reported. 

 

Experimental  

Materials 

HLaNb2O7·xH2O (HLaNb) and its n-decoxy derivative 

(C10_HLaNb) were synthesized by the method reported 

previously.43, 44 Fluorinated alcohol, 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-

perfluorodecanol (C10FOH), was used after purification by 

recrystallization from hexane. Acetonitrile and 2-butanone were 

used without further purification. An Epoxy resin, 3, 4-

epoxycyclohexylmethyl-3’, 4’-epoxycyclohexylcarboxylate 

(Daicel Chemical Co., Ltd), a mixture of 4-

methylhexahydrophtalic anhydride and hexahydrophtalic 

anhydride (w/w=70/30, New Japan Chemical., Co. Ltd.), which 

was a curing agent, and triphenylphosphine, which was a curing 

accelerator, were used without further purification. 

Preparation of a CF3(CF2)7C2H4O derivative of HLaNb 

C10_HLaNb, 40 mL of 2-butanone containing 1 mass % of 

water, and C10FOH were sealed in a glass ampule with 

C10_HLaNb : C10FOH=1 : 8 (in a molar ratio) and heated at 

80 °C for 7 days. The crude product was washed with an excess 

amount of acetone. After air-drying, the product (denoted as 

C10F_HLaNb) was obtained. 

Exfoliation of C10F_HLaNb 

To obtain a suspension, 0.1 g of C10F_HLaNb was dispersed 

in 50 mL of acetonitrile and sonicated for 1 h (Digital Sonifier, 

BRANSON Ltd.) in an ice bath. After centrifugation (4000 rpm, 

15 min) and removing precipitate, nanosheets (denoted as 

C10F_HLaNb_NS) dispersed in acetonitrile were prepared. 

Preparation of epoxy-based hybrids 

A stoichiometric mixture of the epoxy resin and the curing 

agent (w/w=134 : 164), and triphenylphosphine (corresponding 

to 0.5 mass% of the epoxy content), were added to the 

nanosheet dispersion. The polymer concentrations of these 

solutions were adjusted to 20 mass% by diluting with 

acetonitrile. The mixture was stirred and deformed for 30 min 

each. Then, the mixture was cast on the polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) substrate with bar-coated (90 µm gap). The 

product was then cured at 80 °C for 1 day, and postcured at 

90 °C for 4 h. Epoxy-based hybrids incorporating 

C10F_HLaNb_NS were denoted as C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_x (x 

is content of nanosheets to the epoxy in mass%). 

Instrumentation 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained with a Rigaku 

RINT-1100 diffractometer (FeKα radiation). Infrared (IR) 

spectra were recorded on a JASCO FT/IR-460 Plus 

spectrometer using the KBr method. Solid-state 13C nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were obtained with a JEOL 

ECX-400 spectrometer at 100.54 MHz with cross-polarization 

(CP) and magic angle spinning (MAS) techniques (pulse delay, 

5s; contact time, 5 ms; spinning rate, 10 kHz). Scanning 

 

Scheme 1 Overview of the preparation of nanosheets/epoxy hybrids. 
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electron microscopic (SEM) observation was performed with a 

JEOL JSM-5600 microscope operating at 15 kV. The 

compositions of metals were determined by inductively coupled 

plasma (ICP) emission spectrometry using a Varian VISTA-

MPX CCD simultaneous ICP-OES instrument after dissolving 

the samples (about 10 mg) in a mixture of 5 mL of HNO3 (69-

70 mass%), 5 mL of H2SO4 (>96 mass%), and 10 mL of HF 

(46-48 mass%) at 200 °C for 2 h. CHN analysis was performed 

with a PERKIN ELMER PE2400 instrument. X-ray 

fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) was performed with a Rigaku 

ZSX Primus II instrument. 

Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images were 

obtained with a JEOL JEM-1011 microscope operating at 100 

kV. TEM samples were prepared by dropping a droplet of the 

nanosheet dispersion on a carbon supported copper mesh TEM 

grid and subsequently acetonitrile was evaporated. Atomic 

force microscope (AFM) observation was performed on a 

Digital Instruments Multimode AFM Nanoscope III microscope. 

An AFM sample was prepared by evaporating acetonitrile of 

the nanosheet dispersion on a silicon wafer. 

Optical microscopic observation was performed on a 

KEYENCE VK-9500 microscope. UV-Vis spectra were 

measured on a JASCO V-630 UV-Vis spectrometer in the 

range of 400-800 nm. Field emission transmission electron 

microscopy (FE-TEM) was performed on a JEOL JEM-2100F 

microscope operating at 200 kV. For preparation of a sample, 

an epoxy-based hybrid was prepared on a Si wafer and an 

ultrathin section of the film was cut by a focused ion beam 

instrument (SEIKO EG&G SMI 2050). The epoxy conversions 

were estimated by IR spectra,38 in which a band due to the 

epoxy group and a C=O stretching band of ester were observed 

at 790 and 1760 cm-1, respectively. The absorbance ratios of the 

epoxy group band to the ester group band in the samples were  

 

 

normalized by the absorbance ratio of the raw material, and the 

decrease in the normalized absorbance ratio indicates the 

proceeding of epoxy conversion. 

For dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA), 

specimens with dimensions of 30 mm (length) × 5 mm (width) 

× 100 µm (thickness) were prepared. Dynamic mechanical 

analysis was performed with a DVA-220S dynamic mechanical 

thermal analyzer (ITK Ltd.) at a heating rate of 6 K/min and a 

frequency of 10 Hz. A tensile deformation of 0.25% was 

applied to the sample, and the temperature of the most intense 

relaxation peak on the tan δ versus temperature curve was 

defined as glass transition temperature (Tg). Thermogravimetry 

(TG) was performed with a PERKIN ELMER TGA7 

thermobalance in the temperature range from 30 to 600 °C at a 

heating rate of 10 °C/min under an air flow. For water uptake 

measurements, specimens were prepared on the 3 × 3 cm PET 

substrate. Then, the specimens were immersed in water at 30 °C. 

The specimens were weighed periodically after drying with a 

paper towel to remove excessive surface water. Water uptake 

rate, Mt, was calculated by the following formula, 

100
1

1t
t ×

−
=

W

WW
M    (Eq. 1) 

where, Wt is the weight of specimens immersed in water and W1 

is the initial weight of dried specimens. 

Results and discussion 

Preparation of a CF3(CF2)7C2H4O derivative of HLaNb 

Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of C10_HLaNb and the 

product of the reaction between C10_HLaNb and C10FOH 

(C10F_HLaNb). In the XRD pattern of C10F_HLaNb, the 

diffraction line corresponding to the interlayer distance of 

C10_HLaNb (d = 2.75 nm) disappears and a new diffraction 

line appears at d = 3.30 nm. On the other hand, (100) and (110) 

reflections of HLaNb do not shift in the both patterns, 

indicating that structure of the perovskite-like slabs is retained 

after the reaction. 

The solid-state 13C CP/MAS NMR spectrum of C10F_HLaNb 

is demonstrated in Figure 2c. In the spectrum, signals 

assignable to CF3(CF2)7C2H4O moieties are present at 119 

(CF3-), 112 (CF3-(CF2)7-), 35 (-(CF2)7-CH2-), and 72 (-(CF2)7-

CH2-CH2-O-) ppm.45 As compared to the α-carbon signal of 

C10FOH at 55 ppm (shown in Figure 2b), the α-carbon signal 

shifts downfield to 72 ppm by 17 ppm. It was reported that α-

carbon signals shifted downfield by about 17 ppm from the 

signal positions of the corresponding alcohols in the spectra of 

n-alkoxy derivatives of HLaNb.44 It is thus concluded that 

C10FOH is grafted onto the surface of HLaNb as an 

CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups via alcohol-exchange type reactions.44 

On the other hand, signals at 82, 26, 23, 12 ppm can be 

assignable to n-decoxy groups. The presence of these signals 

indicates that alcohol-exchange reaction between C10_HLaNb 

and C10FOH does not complete. 

  In the IR spectrum of C10F_HLaNb (Figure S1 in the ESI), 

C-H stretching bands (2963 cm-1, νas (CH3); 2933 cm-1, νas (CH2);  

 

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of (a) C10_HLaNb and (b) C10F_HLaNb. 
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2880 cm-1, νs (CH3); 2860 cm-1, νs (CH2)), CH2 bending band 

(1468cm-1), C-F stretching bands46 (1204 cm-1, νas (CF2); 1148 

cm-1, νs (CF2)), and C-O stretching band (1116 cm-1), are 

observed. In particular, the presence of C-F stretching bands 

suggests that CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups are present in 

C10F_HLaNb. On the other hand, weak absorption bands due 

to νas (CH3) and νs (CH3) modes, which are absent in the spectrum 

of C10FOH, are observed, suggesting that a part of n-decoxy 

groups remains, results consistent with the NMR results.  

The molar ratios of Nb and La are calculated from the ICP 

results, and La/Nb ratios are 0.5 for C10F_HLaNb and 

C10_HLaNb. In addition, SEM images of C10_HLaNb and 

C10F_HLaNb (Figure S2 in the ESI) reveal that both products 

exhibit essentially the same plate-like morphology. These 

results suggest that the structure of perovskite-like slabs is 

preserved during the reaction of C10_HLaNb and C10FOH.  

The amounts of CF3(CF2)7C2H4O and n-decoxy groups grafted 

to HLaNb are calculated from CHN analysis and XRF results; 

CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups in C10F_HLaNb are 0.43 per 

[LaNb2O7], while unreacted n-decoxy groups in C10F_HLaNb 

are 0.10 per [LaNb2O7]. The diameter of CF3(CF2)7C2H4O 

chain, 0.597 nm,47 is larger than the diagonal distance of the 

unit cell along the ab plane of [LaNb2O7], 0.550 nm, the 

distance between two (HO)NbO5 sites as shown in Scheme 2. 

When one (HO)NbO5 site reacts with C10FOH, the nearest site, 

indicated by a white triangle, cannot react with C10FOH, 

leading to the maximal amount of CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups per 

[LaNb2O7] to be 0.5. Since the diameter of n-alkyl chain (0.486 

nm)48 is much smaller, it is possible that both CF3(CF2)7C2H4O 

and n-decoxy groups are present at the two nearest sites 

[0.597+0.486 nm < 0.550+0.550 nm]. Thus unhydrolyzed n-

decoxy groups can be present among CF3(CF2)7C2H4O- groups. 

It should be noted that in the solid-state 13C CP/MAS NMR 

spectrum of C10F_HLaNb, signals of n-decoxy groups are 

emphasized, since only limited amount of hydrogen atoms are 

present in CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups. 

 

Exfoliation of C10F_HLaNb 

Figure 3 shows TEM images of the CF3(CF2)7C2H4O 

derivative of HLaNb before and after ultrasonication in 

acetonitrile (C10F_HLaNb and C10F_HLaNb_NS). After 

ultrasonication, plate-like morphology with light contrast is 

observed in comparison with that of C10F_HLaNb, indicating 

that exfoliation occurs, and their lateral sizes are mostly in 

range of 100-200 nm. The electron diffraction pattern of 

C10F_HLaNb_NS (the inset of Figure 3b) is single-crystal-type, 

which can be indexed as tetragonal cell with a = 0.39 nm, a 

result consistent with layered perovskite structure.43 It is thus 

concluded that the structure of perovskite-like slabs is not 

changed after exfoliation. 

 

 

Scheme 2 Relationships between the length of the HO-NbO6 site and 

that of the fluoroalkoxy chain. 

 

Fig. 2 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of (a) C10_HLaNb, (b) C10FOH 

and (c) C10F_HLaNb. 

 

Fig. 3 TEM images of C10F_HLaNb (a) before the ultrasonication 

and (b) after the ultrasonication (C10F_HLaNb_NS). 
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AFM image of C10F_HLaNb_NS is demonstrated in Figure 4. 

Plate-like morphology is also observed and its height profile 

shows the thickness of 3.3 nm along the scanned line. Since the 

interlayer distance of C10F_HLaNb, before exfoliation, is 3.30 

nm, which contain the thickness of [LaNb2O7] and doubled 

thickness of CF3(CF2)7C2H4O layers. It is thus assumed that 

obtained C10F_HLaNb_NS consists of a monolayer which 

possesses CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups on both side of the layer. 

 

Preparation of epoxy-based hybrids 

Nanosheet/epoxy hybrids prepared were transparent and 

colorless films, which were similar to the neat epoxy film, were 

obtained. In addition, optical microscopic observation reveals 

that these films have neither crack nor pinhole on their surfaces 

(Figure S3 in the ESI). The epoxy conversions of neat epoxy 

resin and C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 were 47.6 and 51.7%, 

respectively. The incorporation of 5 mass% modified 

nanosheets thus did not affect the epoxy curing behaviour. 

UV-Vis spectra of these films are shown on Figure S4 in the 

ESI. Transmittance values at 633 nm are 100% (neat epoxy) 

and 91% (C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5). Previous studies on 

montmorillonite/epoxy hybrids, which have been widely 

explored, demonstrated that transmittance values of epoxy-

based hybrids with 5 mass% of nanosheets were in range of 47-

92%,49-51 indicating that transparency of epoxy-based hybrid in 

the present study is excellent. 

  Dispersion of epoxy-based hybrid is studied by FE-TEM 

image of cross sections of C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 (Figure 5). 

The dark lines, whose thickness is ~ 1 nm, represent monolayer 

nanosheets. TEM observations show that essentially all of the 

modified nanosheets are exfoliated, and dispersed in epoxy 

matrix. 

Properties of epoxy-based hybrids 

Thermal properties of epoxy-based hybrids were evaluated 

with thermogravimetry (TG) and dynamic mechanical thermal 

analysis (DMTA). Figure 6 shows TG curves of neat epoxy and 

 
epoxy-based hybrids. Two noticeables are clearly shown upon 

comparison. One difference is in initial mass loss region 

assignable to loss of water, and the TG curve of 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 exhibits a much smaller initial mass 

loss, results indicating the presence of a smaller amount of 

water in C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5. The other difference is above 

200 °C, where degradation of epoxy resin occurs. The steep 

mass loss in the TG curve of C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 shifts to 

high temperature compared to that of neat epoxy. Temperatures 

at which 30 % degradation occurs (T30%) are 311 °C 

(C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5) and 284 °C (neat epoxy) (Table 1). In 

general, water sorption in epoxy resin leads to reduced thermal 

stability because of the plasticizing effect, chain scission and 

decreasing cross linking density of epoxy resin.52 In this study, 

it is assumed that C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 contains a less 

amount of water because of the presence of hydrophobic 

nanosheets bearing CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups on the surface, 

leading to high cross linking density of epoxy and consequently 

to high Tg and T30%. 

  T30% values of epoxy-based hybrids with different 

C10F_HLaNb_NS contents are listed in Table 1. Based on the 

comparison between T30% values of 10F_HLaNb/epoxy_3 and 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5, it is demonstrated that 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_3 exhibit better thermal stability than neat 

epoxy but inferior to C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5. The T30% value is 

 

Fig. 4 AFM image of C10F_HLaNb_NS and height profile on the 

white line. 

 

Fig. 5 Cross-section FE-TEM image of C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5. 
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lower, even compared to that of neat epoxy (284 °C), however, 

when 7 mass% of nanosheets are loaded 

(C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_7, 272 °C). It is known that the addition 

of an excess amount of nanosheets decreases the curing 

reactivity of epoxy resin.53 In fact, the epoxy conversion of 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_7 was estimated to be 34.0%, which is a 

much smaller ratio than those of neat epoxy and epoxy-based 

hybrids with 5 mass% modified nanosheets (~50%). Lower 

reactivity leads to lower cross-linking density, which makes 

epoxy resin thermally less stable. In the case of 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_7, thermal stability deteriorated because 

this effect would be dominant.  

 

 

 
DMTA curves of neat epoxy and epoxy-based hybrid were 

measured to investigate the effect of incorporation of modified 

nanosheets in epoxy resin (Figure 7). In order to exclude the 

effect of the epoxy conversion, C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 was 

used as a hybrid sample. Transitions between glass and rubber 

states in neat and C10F_HLaNb/epoxy are observed by the 

sigmoid curves of storage modulus (E’) depended on 

temperature, and the changes in tan δ indicated higher Tg of 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 than that of neat epoxy (110 °C for neat 

epoxy to 161 °C for C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5). The Tg values of 

neat epoxy in this study were lower than those reported 

previously for epoxy resins based on 3, 4-

epoxycyclohexylmethyl-3’, 4’-epoxycyclohexyl carboxylate (> 

200 °C).38 Meyer et al. reported that the highest Tg of epoxy 

resin was achieved in the stoichiometric formulation given by a 

high curing temperature.54 Thus, the low Tg was a result of the 

lower curing temperature employed in the present study. In 

addition, the epoxy resin in the feed in the present study 

contained acetonitrile, which was used as a dispersion medium 

for modified nanosheets. Thus, a low curing temperature and 

the presence of acetonitrile may lead to a reduced degree of 

cross-linkage in an epoxy network, resulting in low Tg.  Tg is 

also dependent on the amount of water by the aforementioned 

plasticizing effect. It was proposed that water molecules 

enhanced the chain segment mobility of epoxy resin by 

breaking the van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonds between 

polymer chains, resulting in reduction of Tg.
55 In addition, the 

obvious broaden shoulder peak of tan δ (at 50 °C for neat 

epoxy) disappears in the curve of C10F_HLaNb. De'Nève et al. 

indicated that decrease in Tg of epoxy resin and a split in the 

peak of tan δ were observed due to the presence of water which 

were not linked to the polymer network chemically.56 In the 

present results, E’ values of C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 at rubber 

region are larger than those of neat epoxy, whereas very similar 

E’ values were observed for C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 and neat 

epoxy at glass region. It was reported that the decrease in E’ 

values in the rubber region was caused by polymer chain 

scission resulting from humid aging, which is caused by 

exposure of epoxy resin to an atmosphere of ca. 100% 

humidity.56 Thus, the dispersion of C10F_HLaNb nanosheets in 

an epoxy matrix would improve its thermal properties by 

reducing the amount of water. 

 
Figure 8 shows water uptake curves of neat epoxy and 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5. It is clearly revealed that 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 absorbs a less amount of water than 

neat epoxy. The water uptake rate (Mt) value of 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 after 4 days corresponds to 71% Mt 

value of neat epoxy after 4 days, and the decrease of water 

uptake rate is ascribable to the barrier effect of nanosheets in 

epoxy resin which increase the diffusion path of water.41, 49 In 

addition, it should be noted that Mt of C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 is 

 

Fig. 6 Mass loss curves of neat epoxy and C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5. 

Table 1 The effect of the C10F_HLaNb_NS content on 

decomposition temperatures of 30 % mass loss. 

Sample T30% / °C 

Neat epoxy 284 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_3 296 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 311 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_7 272 

 
 

Fig. 7 Temperature dependence of the dynamic E’ and tan δ of neat 
epoxy and C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5. 
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lower than those in previous reports of epoxy-based hybrids, 

whose Mt in range of 80-95 % compared to neat epoxy resin.41, 

49 It is thus likely that the highly hydrophobic CF3(CF2)7C2H4O 

groups also contribute to lowering water uptake. As a result, 

C10F_HLaNb/epoxy_5 shows excellent water resistance. 

 

 

Conclusions 

Nanosheets bearing hydrophobic CF3(CF2)7C2H4O groups on 

the surface were prepared via exfoliation of a CF3(CF2)7C2H4O-

derivtive of HLaNb2O7·xH2O (C10F_HLaNb) by 

ultrasonication in acetonitrile, and highly transparent epoxy-

based hybrids where CF3(CF2)7C2H4O-bearing nanosheets were 

dispersed were prepared. When 5 mass% of nanosheets were 

loaded to epoxy resin, mechanical and thermal properties were 

improved. Water uptake rate was also reduced compared to that 

of neat epoxy resin. Although the previous nanosheet/polymer 

hybrids utilized nanosheets bearing original surfaces, the 

present results clearly demonstrate that the use of surface 

modified nanosheets is advantageous for preparing polymer-

based hybrids with improved properties. 
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Highlight: Nanosheets bearing fluoroalkoxy groups were prepared via exfoliation of a 

CF3(CF2)7C2H4O derivative of HLaNb2O7•xH2O for application to epoxy-based hybrids. 
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